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ABSTRACT

By combining high temporal and spatial resolution Multifunctional Transport Satellite-1R (MTSAT-1R)

infrared (IR) images and precipitation data from the Climate Prediction Center morphing technique

(CMORPH), this study tracked mesoscale convective systems (MCSs) fromMay to August in 2008 and 2009

in the middle of east China with an automatic tracking algorithm based on an areal overlappingmethodology.

This methodology is adjusted to include those MCSs with a relative weak intensity before formation. The

unique advantage of combining high temporal and spatial resolution geostationary satellite brightness tem-

perature images and the precipitationmeasurements for trackingMCSs is that the cloud-top height alongwith

the coverage and the precipitation intensity can be well identified. Results showed that theMCSs formedmost

frequently in the southwest Henan Province and at the border of four provinces—Shandong, Henan, Anhui,

and Jiangsu—which is east of the convergence zone near the terrain’s edge. Locations of the highest cloud

tops and of the heaviest precipitation rates did not always match. In addition, the MCSs in the study region

tended to first reach the maximum precipitation rate, followed soon by the minimum brightness temperature,

then the maximum associated precipitation area, and finally the maximum in system area.

1. Introduction

Mesoscale convective systems (MCSs) are severe

weather systems thatmay cause heavy rains, lightning, wind

gusts, floods, and hail. They lead to most of the heavy pre-

cipitation in east China resulting in flooding events, such as

over the Huaihe basin in 1991 and over the Yangtze River

basin in 1998 (Bei et al. 2002; Sun et al. 2010; Zheng et al.

2013). MCSs are usually composed of a convective core,

stratiform anvil, and nonprecipitating cirriform cloudiness.

The convective core is the place in which heavy rainfall

occurswith a typical scale of 10–100km.The stratiformanvil

with lighter precipitation, as well as the nonprecipitating

cirriform cloudiness, are both typically on a scale of 100–

1000km (Houze 2004). MCSs over the tropics and

midlatitudes both occur frequently in the afternoon and

develop quickly with intense rain and winds (Machado

et al. 1998; Pope et al. 2008). In east China, however,

afternoon is not the only peak for MCSs formation but

another peak in early morning is also observed by pre-

vious studies (Zheng et al. 2008, 2013; Meng et al. 2013).

The physical basis for MCS forecasting is based on its

evolution, which follows typical patterns of behavior

depending on the general features of the MCS life cycle

(Vila et al. 2008). Therefore, knowing the life cycle
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characteristics of MCSs in a certain area is quite impor-

tant for making forecast decisions.

Remote sensing data including both satellite and ra-

dar imagery have long been used to perform climato-

logical studies on MCSs (Maddox 1980; Laing and

Fritsch 1997; Mathon and Laurent 2001; Zheng et al.

2008; Meng et al. 2013; Xu 2013). Ground-based radar

at a fixed location is an important instrument that can

estimate precipitation from MCSs within its detecting

range based on the measured radar reflectivity. How-

ever, the scanning strategy for an S-band ground-based

radar (10-cm wavelength) has a detection range of

460 km horizontally for radar reflectivity and 230 km for

radial velocity and 15 km vertically. These detection

ranges are too small to detect the life cycle of an MCS

given its typical long time scale. Compared to radar,

geostationary (GEO) satellite products can reveal

cloud-top evolution before precipitation starts with a

larger coverage, and low earth orbit (LEO) satellites are

able to detect the precipitation structure of MCSs

through specific channels with fine time and spatial

resolution, covering various stages of MCSs, revealing

important information about the cloud top, cloud

structure, and precipitation. Generally, infrared (IR)

radiance images are converted to brightness tempera-

ture (BT) to identify deep convection, characterized by

high cloud tops and low BTs. The strong contrast be-

tween the warmer background and colder cloud tops is

the basis for identifying and trackingMCSs.Most earlier

research used only satellite images from the visible and

IR bands to track MCSs. For example, IR images were

used by Machado et al. (1998) to track the life cycle of

MCSs over the Americas, by Mathon and Laurent

(2001) over Africa, and by Zheng et al. (2008) to study

the spatial and diurnal distribution of MCSs in China

region over a 10-yr period from 1996 to 2006. Schröder
et al. (2009) developed an automatic algorithm for

tracking MCSs via GEO satellites based on an areal

overlapping method, which assumes that an MCS does

not vary too much in area and position between two

successive images. Although these studies investigated

cloud-top features of MCSs, they did not track the pre-

cipitation for a single MCS, revealing little information

on the evolution of precipitation in real time.

Precipitation, one of the most important parameters

in analyzing climate and weather, is usually observed via

ground rain gauges, radar, and satellites. Studies show

that precipitation from MCSs accounted for most of the

total rainfall (Meisner and Arkin 1987). MCS studies

often use precipitation to describe the convective in-

tensity (Xu and Zipser 2011; Feng et al. 2012; Goyens

et al. 2012; Xu 2013). Short-time variations in MCS pre-

cipitation are crucial in the forecasting and nowcasting of

MCS weather (Migliorini et al. 2011; Kolios and Feidas

2013). Since MCSs have similar structures, cloud-top

features alone cannot distinguish between different pre-

cipitation structures and whether hail, tornadoes, or gusty

winds occur under the high anvil of a large area. It is im-

portant to perform a survey of MCSs using both the sat-

ellite imagery and precipitation data to study MCS life

cycle patterns from the perspective of both clouds and

precipitation. Yuan and Houze (2010) used multisatellite

products from the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spec-

troradiometer (MODIS) and Advanced Microwave

Scanning Radiometer for Earth Observing System

(AMSR-E) to identify tropical MCSs and analyze their

structures. They found that some MCSs with separate

convective cores are connected both in cloud tops and rain

areas. Goyens et al. (2012) combined IR satellite imag-

ery and Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM)

precipitation products focusing on MCSs in the Sahel,

showing the quantitative relationships between cloud

parameters and precipitation estimates. Feng et al. (2012)

analyzed MCSs over the central United States with a

hybrid of GOES satellite and Next Generation Weather

Radar (NEXRAD) reflectivity data, and found the max-

imum convective system size correlates with lifetime.

They discovered the close relationship between MCS

clouds and precipitation, completing the knowledge on

the life cycles of satellite-trackedMCSs in some particular

regions. Although climatological studies on the general

features of MCSs have been conducted based on satellite

imagery and radar mosaic images for different MCS

structures (Meng et al. 2013; Zheng et al. 2008, 2013), this

kind of information has not been examined in east China.

As in the United States, MCSs are a common disastrous

weather phenomenon in east China from early spring to

late autumn (Machado et al. 1998; Zheng et al. 2008). The

thermodynamic conditions [e.g., convective available po-

tential energy (CAPE) and convection inhibition (CIN)]

and dynamic conditions (e.g., environmental winds) are

different between China and the United States based on

previous research (Dai 2001; Zhang 2003; Tian et al.

2005). Studies have also shown weaker averaged vertical

wind shear and moister air in China than in the United

States (Laing and Fritsch 2000). The diurnal cycle of

thermodynamic parameters also have different patterns in

China (Dai 2001). As LeMone et al. (1998) pointed out,

weaker shear tends to result in more nonlinear MCSs and

larger humidity contributes to longer life durations. Sim-

ilar to theUnited States, China also has terrain conditions,

which have impact on the horizontal convergence, re-

sulting in its specific pattern of MCS spatial distribution.

Although studies on MCS tracking and analysis

have been conducted over China, most studies either

used satellite data, which reflect the characteristics of
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cloud-top height (CTH) and coverage, or radar mea-

surements, which indicate the precipitation intensity.

But often the CTH and precipitation intensity are not

well correlated, especially over China; for example,

warm clouds with relatively high brightness tempera-

tures in satellite measurements often bring heavy rain-

fall in summer over China (Yu et al. 2010). To reflect

both CTH and precipitation intensity characteristics, the

high temporal (better than 1h) and spatial (better than

5km at nadir) resolution geostationary satellite infrared

brightness temperature images and the collocated high

temporal (30min) and spatial (8 km) resolution Climate

Prediction Center morphing technique (CMORPH)

data are combined to study MCSs over China in this

study. A research method using both satellite imagery

and precipitation data has not been applied to track

MCSs over China. Precipitation data were used in pre-

vious studies of MCSs, but the measurements were

either of accumulated rainfall or of near-real-time pre-

cipitation derived from TRMM, which does not have

enough sampling either spatially or temporally. The

real-time precipitation data from CMORPH has the

unique advantage of high temporal and spatial resolu-

tion and global coverage that, along with the high-

resolution geostationary satellite IR data, is ideal for

studying the detailed evolution of precipitation and the

relationship between precipitation intensity and CTH

of MCSs. In addition, since satellite imagery measuring

the cloud-top radiation has the potential to detect con-

vective clouds before precipitation starts, themethodology

has been adjusted based on the temporal characteristics

in the study region to include those MCSs with a relative

weak intensity before formation, so that the initial stage

of the MCS life cycle can be detected. The tracking al-

gorithm is able to improve the techniques to nowcast

MCSs, especially once the next generation geostationary

satellites such as GOES-R (Schmit et al. 2005) begin

operating with a more frequent scanning schedule.

An automatic tracking algorithm using combined

GEO satellite IR data and CMORPH precipitation es-

timate products is adopted in this study to identify and

trackMCS events fromMay to August in 2008–09 in the

middle of east China. The algorithm used an areal

overlap method similar to that of Schröder et al. (2009),
with an improvement in the utilization of both forward

and backward tracking as well as searching for pre-

cipitation associated with the identifiedMCSs. With this

tracking strategy, the work intends to study theMCS life

cycle, which includes the development period before its

formation. By applying CMORPH data, more detail is

provided in the evolution of both clouds and precipita-

tion for MCSs, such as the sequence in which cloud and

precipitation features occur. Results showed that the

MCSs formed most frequently in southwest Henan

Province and at the border of four provinces—Shandong,

Henan, Anhui, and Jiangsu—which is east of the con-

vergence zone near the terrain’s edge. Locations of the

highest cloud tops and of the heaviest precipitation rates

did not always match. In addition, the MCSs in the study

region tended to first reach the maximum precipitation

rate, followed by the minimum brightness temperature.

Section 2 introduces the method and data used to

identify and trackMCSs. Section 3 describes the general

features of MCSs such as spatial distribution and di-

urnal cycle. The last section provides a summary and

discussion.

2. Data and methodology

a. MTSAT-1R satellite and CMORPH
precipitation data

MCSs from May to August in 2008 and 2009 in the

middle of east China (308–378N, 1108–1228E, denoted
by the solid inner box in Fig. 1) were examined. This

area includes the Shandong, Jiangsu, Anhui, Shanghai,

Hubei, and Henan provinces. This region was chosen

because it has some of the most intense convection in

China during the summer (Xu 2013). In addition, this

region has the highest frequency of squall-line formation

in east China during these two years (Meng et al. 2013).

The data used in this work include the Multifunctional

Transport Satellite-1R (MTSAT-1R) and CMORPH

precipitation products (Joyce et al. 2004).

The MTSAT series are Japanese GEO satellites for

weather and aviation applications and operations.

Launched in 2006 and positioned in geostationary

FIG. 1. Topography map of the middle of east China with the

names of related provinces and municipalities. The solid box de-

notes the study region; the dotted box shows the buffer area for

tracking MCSs.
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orbit 35800km above the equator at 1408E, MTSAT-1R

has five broadband channels covering the visible (VIS) and

IR spectrum (one visible and four infrared) (http://www.

jma.go.jp/jma/jma-eng/satellite/introduction/MTSAT_

series.html). The BT measurements were obtained from

theMTSATHighRate InformationTransmission (HRIT)

Level 1 hourly product (during the research period) with a

spatial resolution of 5km at nadir. The images were in-

terpolated onto 0.058 grids of longitude and latitude. The

BT of the 10.3–11.3-mm atmospheric window channel

(with weak water vapor absorption) can well represent

CTH when clouds are deep (optically thick). The large

contrast between a cold cloud top and warm background

makes MCSs easy to identify from IR BT images.

The CMORPH is a global precipitation analysis at

high spatial and temporal resolution based exclusively

on LEO satellite microwave observations (Joyce et al.

2004). The precipitation estimates of CMORPH are

derived half-hourly from LEO passive microwave ob-

servations. The observed precipitation features are

propagated by motion vectors derived from GEO sat-

ellite IR data. In addition, the shape and intensity of the

precipitation features aremodified (morphed) during the

time between microwave sensor scans by performing a

time-weighted linear interpolation. Details on this tech-

nique are explained online at http://www.cpc.ncep.noaa.

gov/products/janowiak/cmorph_description.html. Real-

time CMORPH data are available at a resolution of

about 8km at the equator every 30min. The product is

interpolated into a grid with a grid spacing of 0.072 278 in
latitude and longitude. Because of the application of

GEO IR data, the temporal and spatial resolutions of

FIG. 2. Flowchart of MCS identification and tracking algorithm. Data (parallelogram),

process (white boxes), decision (diamonds), and illustration (gray boxes) are presented. 1) Step

1: Cloud identification: Potential MCS clouds are labeled and classified using MTSAT-1R in-

frared channel BT based on different thresholds for each time. 2) Step 2: Matching between IR

imagery and precipitation estimates: For each potential MCS, associated rain regions were

matched via circular search method. 3) Step 3: Tracking MCSs: The formation time (FT) of an

MCS is identified using certain criteria. Starting from FT, the convective cloud is tracked

backward until its initiation and forward to the disappearance of the system or when it moves

outside of the study area. 4) Step 4: MCS life cycle parameters are calculated.
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CMORPH data are finer compared to those from TRMM

near-real-time data (3 h and 0.258). Luo et al. (2013a)

compared the CMORPH data with rain gauge pre-

cipitation data during mei-yu period in east China.

Their study shows that the CMORPH product tends to

overestimate moderate and light rainfall less than

5mmh21 and underestimate heavy precipitation larger

than 10mmh21. During their study period, they also

found that CMORPH overestimates the major pre-

cipitation peak in the afternoon and underestimates the

other precipitation peak in the early morning.

b. Identification of MCSs

The MCSs were identified in this work by using com-

bined BT measurements and precipitation estimate data

through the following four steps and as illustrated in Fig. 2.

1) STEP 1: CLOUD IDENTIFICATION

Similar to Mathon and Laurent (2001), clouds were

first classified into two different categories: convective

cloud system (CCS; BT , 238K) (Steranka et al. 1986)

and convective center area (CCA;BT, 218K) (Machado

et al. 1998) (Table 1). There is no universal threshold in

BTs for MCS identification. For example, Zheng et al.

(2008) used 241K to identify meso-a convection and

221K to identify meso-b convection in China and its

neighboring regions. Mathon and Laurent (2001) cat-

egorized MCSs over Sahel with thresholds of 233 and

213K for deep convection and the most active part of

convective systems, respectively. The IR thresholds

used in this work were effective in identifying theMCSs

as demonstrated by an example at 1800 UTC 28August

2008 as shown in Fig. 3. The IR imagery (Fig. 3a) rea-

sonably matched the radar reflectivity derived from

CloudSat and CTH from the Cloud–Aerosol Lidar and

Infrared Pathfinder Satellite Observations (CALIPSO)

obtained approximately 20min earlier (Fig. 3b). These

two LEO satellites as part of NASA’s Afternoon Con-

stellation (A-Train) use active microwave measurements

to observe not only the cloud tops but also the vertical

structure of clouds along their paths (the straight line in

Fig. 3a). It is clear that the IR thresholds used in this study

are able to show the high cloud anvils of MCSs, and thus

are effective in identifying the MCSs. Additionally, a

slight change in the BT threshold within 5K does not

have a significant impact on our conclusions.

2) STEP 2: MATCHING IR IMAGERY WITH

PRECIPITATION ESTIMATES

The rain-rate estimate for each CCS was defined as

follows (illustrated in Fig. 4). We first transformed the

CMORPH precipitation estimate data into hourly rain-

rate estimates (mmh21) at the same time resolution of

the MTSAT-1R BT measurements. Then a box (out-

lined by dashes in Fig. 4) was drawn in the IR images of

every CCS bounded by the extreme latitudes and lon-

gitudes of the 238-K contour of BT (orange contour in

Fig. 4). A circular searching area was plotted centered

over the CCS with a radius of the maximum distance

from the centroid to the four apexes of the bounding

box. The precipitation estimate for the CCS was then

defined as the precipitation with a rain rate larger than

1mmh21 within the circular searching area.

3) STEP 3: TRACKING MCSS

To eliminate errors caused by the boundary of the

study area, a larger buffer area (the dotted box in Fig. 1)

was used to track the systems. The buffer area extended

northward and southward by 28. Because the typical

length of an MCS is 10–100km, MCSs with associated

precipitation at the border of the solid box should gen-

erally be covered by this buffer area. Considering the

TABLE 1. Definition of parameters used in this study.

Name Definition Unit

CCS MCS convective cloud system (BT , 238K)

CCA MCS convective center area (BT , 218K)

IT MCS initiation time, when no forerunner was found in the previous IR image

FT MCS formation time, when an MCS system meets formation criteria

DT MCS dissipation time, when Pmax of CCS exceeds 5mmh21 for the last time

LD Life duration, the time between the time an MCS generates and its DT h

DP Developing period, the time between MCS FT and DT divided by LD and

multiplied by 100%

%

BTmin The min BT during lifetime K

Pmax The max rain rate during lifetime mmh21

PAmax The max associated precipitation area during lifetime km2

CCSAmax The max CCS area during lifetime km2

CCAAmax The max CCA area during lifetime km2

DT The time lapse between BTmin/Pmax/PAmax/CCSAmax and FT h

DTN Normalized time lapse, DT divided by LD
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westerly prevailing wind in the study region, the buffer

area extended larger on the west than on the other sides.

Since the eastern border of the solid box was already

over the sea, the buffer zone was not extended on the

eastern side.

Convective clouds were tracked based on an areal

overlap method, similar to the one described by Schröder
et al. (2009). This technique assumes that on successive

satellite images, a cloud at a later time corresponds to one

at an earlier time when their positions overlap (illustrated

in Fig. 5). The tracking method was only applied to CCSs,

because a warmer threshold could result in large systems,

which actually comprise several independent small con-

vective systems, while a colder threshold might result

in excluding small systems that are developing rapidly.

As Han et al. (2009) mentioned in their storm tracking

algorithm, using a moderate threshold is important

because a colder threshold tends to produce less over-

lapping, thus shortening the lifetime of MCSs and re-

sulting in significant errors for the statistical analysis of

life cycle parameters such as life duration.

An MCS was identified through a combination of

satellite and precipitation information. The formation

time (FT) of an MCS was determined when the fol-

lowing four criteria were first met in three successive

hours: 1) the CCA existed, 2) the maximum rain rate

exceeded 10mmh21, 3) the area of CCS was over

1000km2, and 4) the total area of the precipitation re-

gion was more than 500km2 (Mathon and Laurent

2001). When all the criteria were met, the end of the 3-h

period was defined as the FT of an MCS.

Starting from the FT, the MCS is then tracked back-

ward until there is no forerunner in the previous image

at T2 1 (Fig. 2). The ‘‘forerunner’’ is the corresponding

CCS in a previous image that overlaps the CCS at the

current time (Fig. 5). The clouds in successive images are

considered the same if the overlap covers more than

10% of the cloud area in the previous image. The

smaller overlapping rate used in this study enables the

tracking of small convective clouds right after convec-

tive initiation. Since MCSs in the study region usually

contain multiple convective cells, if several MCSs satisfy

this condition, the system with the largest overlapping

area keeps the label. TheMCSwas then tracked forward

until there was no successor in the next image (T 1 1).

‘‘Successor’’ is the corresponding CCS in the next image

that overlaps the CCS at the current time (Fig. 5). When

FIG. 3. Match between CloudSat and CALIPSO and IR images

in the study region at 1800 UTC 28 Aug 2008. (a) Enhanced IR

cloud image with the black line noting the trajectory of CloudSat

andCALIPSO path and the red cross [on the upper edge of (a) and

(b)] noting the starting point. The orange line in (a) denotes the

range of defined MCS CCSs, and the blue line denotes the defined

MCS CCAs. (b) Radar reflectivity factor and cloud (red dots) de-

rived from CloudSat and CALIPSO. The orange line on top in

(b) denotes the range of CCSs and the blue line denotes the range

of CCAs.

FIG. 4. Illustration of the precipitation region matched for

MCS systems. MCS systems are within the orange contour of BT

(238K) identified from MTSAT-1R infrared BT images. The pre-

cipitation regions (described with the rain rate in mmh21) are

shaded. The dark red cross (center) is the centroid of the MCS

system, and the red arrow (radius) is the maximum distance from

the centroid to four apexes of the bounding box (black dashed

rectangle). Therefore, the circular search range (bold black circle)

can be drawn to find the associated rain within the range for each

MCS system.
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several potential successors appear in the next image,

the system with the largest overlap keeps the label. The

initiation time (IT) of the MCS was defined when no

forerunner was found in the previous image, while the

termination of the MCS was defined at a time when no

successor was found in the next image. The dissipation

time (DT) of anMCSwas defined when themaximum of

the system’s rain rate becomes lower than 5mmh21

(Laurent et al. 2002; Yuan and Houze 2010).

4) STEP 4: CALCULATION OF MCS LIFE CYCLE

PARAMETERS

Introducing the buffer zone enables the tracking of

MCSs that were developing and have significant impact

within the study region, but would also include some

MCSs not inside the study area while still in the buffer

zone. To make sure every MCS tracked is in the study

region, we ruled out those events for which 2/3 of the

whole lifetime were outside the study area. The life

duration LD of an MCS was calculated as the time be-

tween IT (from a cloud perspective) and DT (from a

precipitation perspective). The developing period DP of

an MCS is the time between IT and FT divided by LD

and multiplied by 100%:

DP5
(FT2 IT)

LD
3 100%. (1)

The LD and DP for each MCS event, as well as the

minimum BT (BTmin), the maximum rain rate (Pmax),

the maximum associated precipitation area (PAmax), the

maximumCCS area (CCSAmax) and themaximumCCA

area (CCAAmax) during MCS life cycle were examined.

Here BTmin, Pmax, PAmax, and CCSAmax are the four

parameters that describe the convective intensity of

MCSs also used in other studies (e.g., Feng et al. 2012;

Xu 2013). Physically, the strength of convective updrafts

could be indicated by BTmin: the smaller the BTmin is, the

higher the cloud top will be. Here Pmax is the parameter

for the heaviest precipitation, and PAmax represents the

largest area covered by an MCS. Both CCSAmax and

CCAAmax denote the size of the highest part of the cloud

tops, with larger values indicating more moisture and

energy transferred from near the surface to the tropo-

pause. The term CCAAmax represents the size of the

most active part of the convection, usually having a

stronger moisture and energy exchange than CCSAmax.

Previous studies show that inside an MCS strong con-

vective activity is usually associated with intense pre-

cipitation (described by Pmax) resulting from a rapid

vertical updraft (indicated by BTmin) and followed by an

expanding anvil cloud (by CCSAmax and CCAAmax)

(Houze 2004; Mathon and Laurent 2001; Schröder et al.
2009). The distributions of time lapse and normalized

time lapse of the four parameters with respect to FT

were calculated to analyze MCS diurnal cycles in the

study region.

3. General features of the identified MCSs

a. Geographical distribution of MCS formation and
dissipation

A total of 280 MCS events were identified and

tracked between 1 May and 31 August in 2008–09.

MCS formation was concentrated in southwest Henan

Province and near the border of four provinces including

Shandong, Henan, Anhui, and Jiangsu (Fig. 6a). This

result is consistent with Meng et al. (2013), which found

that the maximum frequency of squall lines was located

FIG. 5. Diagram showing the overlap between the cloud at T (blue shading) and T1 1 (pink

shading) in the overlapping method. If the overlapping rate is larger than 10% (the overlap

covers more than 10% of the cloud area in the previous image), the cloud atT1 1 is considered

as the corresponding cloud at T. The cloud at T is regarded as the ‘‘forerunner’’ of the cloud at

T 1 1, and the cloud at T 1 1 as the ‘‘successor’’ of the cloud at T.
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between the borders of the same four provinces. The

centroids of cloud tops and the strongest precipitation of

MCSs were at different locations (Fig. 6). The strongest

precipitation (contoured in Fig. 6) does not always over-

lap with the cloud tops, which suggests the necessity of

tracking an MCS based on the evolution of not only the

cloud tops but also its precipitation. The maximum fre-

quency of MCS dissipation in terms of the cloud top was

observed near the eastern edge of the box (Fig. 6b).

Similar to the formation, the location of the maximum

frequency of the cloud tops was different from that of the

precipitation. The highest frequency of the heaviest pre-

cipitation was observed not only at the same location as

that of cloud top, but also over land between Shandong

and Jiangsu Provinces and in Anhui Province.

The boundary among the four provinces is located in

the Yangtze and Huai River basin in east China where

low-level vortices originating from the Tibetan Plateau

or Sichuan basin are quite frequent and favorable for the

formation of convective systems (Yasunari and Miwa

2006; Fujinami and Yasunari 2009). Its flatness and

frequent large-scale low-level convergence in associa-

tion with surface fronts are also favorable for the en-

hancement of convective storms (Luo et al. 2013b).

MCSs frequently form east of the terrain over the plain

territories according to Fig. 1. One possible explanation

is that convection is triggered when organized horizontal

convergence (shown in Fig. 7) occurring near the edge of

the topographical elevation, like mountains, coincides

with high CAPE and lowCIN (Barthlott andKirshbaum

2013). Based on the results above, an obvious eastward

propagation trend between MCS formation and dissi-

pation was observed in the study region, which is con-

sistent with Xu and Zipser (2011). According to

previous studies, the westerly steering winds between

300 and 500 hPa are a major contributor to the propa-

gation pattern during the monsoon period from mid-May

to August, which accounts for most of our study period

(Murakami and Ding 1982; Chen 1993; Lau and Yang

1997; Xu 2011).

b. Distribution of cloud and precipitation parameters

The distribution of BTmin (Fig. 8a) showed that over

80% of the MCSs reached a BTmin less than 210K with

an average of 201K, which is consistent with the study of

Xu and Zipser (2011) using TRMM data. Similarly over

midlatitude, approximately 90% of the convective sys-

tems over the central United States from the study of

Feng et al. (2012) have a minimum cloud-top brightness

temperature lower than 220K. Compared with MCSs in

tropical regions with a typical BTmin of less than 200K

(Mathon and Laurent 2001; Goyens et al. 2012), MCSs

in midlatitudes as in this study area are less deep (lower

cloud tops and higher BTs), which is likely because the

height of the tropopause in the tropics is considerably

higher than that in the midlatitudes.

The mean of Pmax was 28mmh21, and over half of the

cases experienced a maximum rain rate over 20mmh21

(Fig. 8b). The Pmax features of the MCSs have not been

examined in previous studies since all previously avail-

able satellite precipitation estimates were obtained from

daily rain accumulation (e.g., Fiolleau and Roca 2013)

or near-real-time satellite product like TRMM 3B42

(e.g., Goyens et al. 2012). The temporal and spatial

resolution of those satellite products were quite coarse,

and thus could not provide precipitation variation fea-

tures during the MCS life cycle.

The LD had a lognormal distribution (Fig. 8c) with an

average value of 20.8h. About 75% of the events lasted

over 5h, and about 40% lasted over 24h. Themean LD in

this study was longer than that found in Feng et al. (2012)

(shorter than 14h), Laing and Fritsch (1997) (10h), and

Velasco and Fritsch (1987) (9.5h). The tracking method

applied in our study used a smaller overlapping rate

FIG. 6. The frequency of MCS (a) formation and (b) dissipation in the study area: The shading areas show the

positions of cloud tops. The blue and red contour lines denote where frequencies of MCS formation and dissipation

are over 0.5% and 1.0% for the most intense precipitation, respectively.
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(10%) due to the 1-h temporal resolution of IR imagery

[while Feng et al. (2012) used a 50% overlap rate with

30-minGOES imagery], which contributes to a longer LD

than MCSs over the United States. Additionally, Laing

and Fritsch (1997) and Velasco and Fritsch (1987) used

larger cutoff cloud areas to shorten the life duration of the

MCSs in their study.

In Fig. 8d, DP shows a mean value of 55.5%, and 80%

of the events spent over 1/5 of their lifetime in devel-

opment. As a result of a smaller overlapping rate, the

average tracking duration between IT and FT is about

10 h. The period 10h ahead of the formation peak (in

section 3c) is around 8h local standard time (LST,

UTC 1 8) when the convergence shown by 10-m wind

(Fig. 7) is the strongest, which indicates the high possi-

bility of convective initiation. Compared to previous

studies that trackedMCSs by radar, tracking MCSs with

GEO satellites is able to detect the potential convection

before precipitation starts, which can improve the

nowcasting of MCSs.

ThePAmax exhibited an exponential distribution (Fig. 8e)

and most events had PAmax slightly over 104 km2, with

an expected value of 5.2 3 104 km2. This result is con-

sistent with the area of precipitation within MCSs from

Xu and Zipser (2011) using TRMM data, and is on the

same scale as convective systems in the central United

States (Feng et al. 2012). However, because of the over-

estimating of moderate and light rainfall by CMORPH,

the result of PAmax may be overestimated slightly since

the rain rate where smaller than 1mmh21 is not included

for calculation. CCSAmax had a Weibull distribution

(Fig. 8f) with a major peak of 105 km2 and a mean value

of 1.8 3 105 km2, which were both about the same scale

as Maddox’s definition of MCSs (Maddox 1980), but

smaller than average MCSs over tropical land (Mathon

and Laurent 2001; Goyens et al. 2012). CCAAmax also

showed a Weibull distribution (Fig. 8g), mainly ranging

between 104 and 105 km2 with an expected average value

of 5.3 3 104 km2. The shape parameter of a Weibull

distribution could describe the extreme value distribu-

tion. The distribution in this study indicates thatMCSs of

small and moderate sizes are more common, while those

of large sizes are relatively rare.

c. Diurnal cycle of MCS formation and dissipation,
and occurring sequences of cloud, precipitation,
and MCS features

The diurnal cycle of MCSs is closely associated with

the diurnal variation of precipitation during warm sea-

sons (Lin et al. 2000; Liang et al. 2004). It shows the

climatic characteristics of the study region and is often

regarded as the basis for the regional forecasting of

MCSs including its precipitation. The FT of MCSs

tracked in our study showed two peaks, similar to many

midlatitude areas (Hamilton 1981; Dai 2001; Tian et al.

2005; Chen et al. 2009). The major peak was in the late

afternoon and early evening around 1800 LST when

strengthening CAPE occurs after 1400 LST (Dai 2001);

FIG. 7. The 10-m wind during May–August 2008–09. The green and red contour lines represent the topographic

elevation of 500 and 1000m, respectively.
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and the minor peak was in the early morning around

0600 LST, which is associated with a wavelike propa-

gation of afternoon convection, mountain–plain circu-

lation, and nocturnal low-level jets (Yu et al. 2007;

Huang et al. 2010; Xu and Zipser 2011). The convection

formed during the morning peak is less deep (warmer

BTmin) as Xu and Zipser (2011) found with TRMM data

and also with a smaller LD and CCSAmax (not shown).

The two-peak pattern of the MCS formation is consis-

tent with the results by Zheng et al. (2008) and Meng

et al. (2013). The diurnal cycle is also very similar to the

precipitation diurnal cycle in east China observed by Yu

et al. (2007) with rain gauge records and Dai (2001) with

global weather reports. As an MCS dissipates after its

maturity, it also has two peaks (Fig. 9). The most likely

period for MCS decay was in the morning after sunrise

around 0900 LST when CAPE is at its lowest during the

day for east China (Dai 2001), similar to that found in

Laing and Fritsch (1997). The second peak is around

0300 LST as CAPEdecreases significantly after reaching

its maximum before midnight, which is especially sig-

nificant in the eastern portion of the study region (Dai

2001). The least likely period for decay was in the af-

ternoon when convective initiation was most likely.

The diurnal distributions of BTmin, Pmax, PAmax, and

CCSAmax had a similar peak in the late afternoon

around 1800 LST (Fig. 10a), which was similar to that

found in Feng et al. (2012) for MCSs over the southern

Great Plains (SGP) in the United States. The diurnal

cycle of Pmax has a secondary peak in the early morning

around 0600 LST, which is consistent with the observa-

tion by Dai (2001) and Yu et al. (2007). The PAmax,

however, occurs least frequently around 2100 LST while

Pmax occurs most frequently during this period. Around

midnight the Pmax frequency decreased while the PAmax

frequency increased. It can be inferred from this result

that convective precipitation occurs more frequently in

MCSs around 2100 than 0000 LST when the stratiform

FIG. 8. Distributions (bars) and fitted cumulative distribution functions (blue lines) of the cloud and precipitation variables: BTmin,Pmax,

LD, DP, PAmax, CCSAmax, and CCAAmax in the warm season between 2008 and 2009. The red vertical lines mark the mean values of each

variable.
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precipitation portion grows. The diurnal variations in

BTmin and CCSAmax are almost of the same phase and

have larger variations in amplitude thanPmax and PAmax.

The time sequence in which the four parameters

BTmin, Pmax, PAmax, and CCSAmax occur was examined

in terms of the difference between the occurrence of the

four parameters (Tm) and FT: DT5Tm 2FT. Among

half of the events, DT s of all the four parameters were

within 5h after FT (Fig. 10b). This result was similar to

that found by Feng et al. (2012) (3–6 h) for BTmin and

Pmax of the MCSs in central United States. It is also

shown in Fig. 10b that the DTs of BTmin and Pmax in this

study were about 2 h earlier than that of the two areal

variables. This result was reasonable considering that

strong convective activity is usually associated with in-

tense precipitation resulting from a rapid vertical up-

draft and followed by an expanding anvil cloud (Houze

2004; Mathon and Laurent 2001; Schröder et al. 2009).
Therefore, the peak in precipitation should be preceded

by a minimum in BT (representing strong vertical up-

draft) and followed by a maximum in cloud coverage,

which is observed by Pope et al. (2008) over northern

Australia.

To show the sequence in which the four parameters

occurs more clearly, a normalized time lapse DTN was

calculated by dividing DT by LD (Fig. 10c). Results

showed that the normalized time lapses of BTmin and

Pmax were very close to each other, while Pmax appeared

slightly earlier than BTmin. The occurrence of Pmax

ahead of BTmin in MCSs over east China is opposite to

what was observed in a single cell (Houze 2004) likely

due to their multicell structures. The situation is much

more complicated whenmultiple cells coexist, which are

quite common for MCSs over China (Chen et al. 2012;

Meng et al. 2013). Inside a multicell convective system,

the precipitation of several convective cores might

connect into one contiguous rain area as observed

by Yuan and Houze (2010). The updraft of this whole

system may continue to grow after the precipitation

reaches its maximum. Under this circumstance, the

moisture is no longer sufficient while the dynamic con-

dition is still favorable for convective development. It

may also result from the merging of a new system with

an ascending cloud top but weaker precipitation. Re-

sults also showed that the time lapse of PAmax occurred

ahead of that of CCSAmax. A possible reason could be

that the MCS anvil continues extending when the rain

starts to decline, or the nonprecipitation anvil dominates

(Yuan and Houze 2010).

4. Summary and future work

With IR images from Japan’s MTSAT-1R satellite and

CMORPH precipitation estimate data, a method that can

identify and automatically trackMCSswas developed and

used to perform a statistical analysis onMCSs in the warm

season from May to August of 2008 and 2009 over the

middle of east China. This methodology is adjusted to

FIG. 9. Diurnal distribution of MCS formation and dissipation

times (in LST, UTC 1 8).

FIG. 10. (a) Diurnal cycle of the four MCS parameters: BTmin,

Pmax, CCSAmax, and PAmax. (b) Frequency distribution of the time

lapse (h) between MCS formation and the four MCS parameters;

and (c) the time lapse according to the normalized lifetime. Ver-

tical lines in (b) and (c) denote themean (normalized) time lapse of

the four MCS parameters.
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include those MCSs with a relative weak intensity be-

fore formation. The unique advantage of combining

high temporal and spatial resolution geostationary

satellite brightness temperature images and precipita-

tion measurements for tracking MCSs is that the CTH

along with the coverage and the precipitation intensity

can be well identified.

A total of 280 MCS events were identified and

tracked. Southwest Henan Province and the border of

four provinces—Shandong, Henan, Anhui, and Jiangsu—

were themost frequent regions forMCSs to form, which is

east of the convergence zone near the terrain’s edge. In the

dissipation stage, the cloud tops generally had already

moved over the East China Sea, while a proportion of the

largest precipitation rates still remained over land. Results

showed that the location of the highest cloud tops and the

heaviest rain rates did not always match, which shows the

advantage of the tracking algorithm combining both cloud

tops and precipitation. MCS locations and eastward

propagation in this study are consistent with the analysis of

theEastAsiamonsoon and terrain impact (Murakami and

Ding 1982; Xu and Zipser 2011; Luo et al. 2013b).

The intensity parameters of MCSs in China are very

similar compared to MCSs in the United States; 75% of

theMCSs lasted over 5 h. The longer life duration in this

study is due to a tracking method with a smaller over-

lapping rate compared to previous studies, which in-

cludes the rapid development period after convective

initiation and before MCS formation. As a result, a

relatively longer DP is observed in this study, indicating

the potential of improving MCS nowcasting via GEO

satellite observations.

The diurnal cycle of the identified MCSs showed two

peaks in formation frequency, slightly different from

MCSs in the United States due to the difference in the

diurnal variation pattern of CAPE. Four parameters

that describe the convective intensity of the identified

MCSs were examined, including the minimum BT, the

maximum precipitation rate, the maximum convective

system area, and the maximum associated precipitation

area. The parameters of about half the MCSs turned to

their maximum or minimum within 5 h after formation.

MCSs over east China tended to reach the maximum

rain rate first, followed soon after by the appearance

of minimum BT, then the maximum precipitation area,

and finally the maximum MCS system area. It is the

multiple-cell structures of MCSs that bring more com-

plicated results in the sequence of the convective in-

tensity parameters.

Future work will focus on combining GEO satellite

data and LEO satellite data with active remote sensing.

The next-generation imagers on board GEO satellites

such as the newly launchedHimawari-8 andGOES-R to

be launched in 2016 (Schmit et al. 2005; Kurino 2012),

will provide more bands and more frequent scans to

monitor the life cycles of MCSs. Active remote sensing

measurements on board LEO satellites will give more

information on the cloud parameters, including the

cloud structure, inner flow, precipitation, and anvils.

Thus, a study that includes active remote sensing data

from satellite and makes comparisons between the re-

sults concluded from both active and passive satellite

observations and ground-based radar analysis will help

reveal the internal structure of MCSs and show more

precise life cycles of multiple-cell MCSs in different

organizational modes.
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